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M E R S O N 

A biography by 

RALPH L. RUSK 
"A great biography of a great man. 
Iff is tlie best biography of Emerson, 
bvl it is more than that; it is one of 
the best literary biographies in our 
langv«ge."-Safurdd/ Review 

592 pngos $6.00 

Here is an Emerson that you have never met before; not the remote, 
often obscure Emerson of the schoolbooks, but Emerson the man: 
a man capable of passion and deep emotion, a human being who 
experienced poverty and heartbreak and uncertainty as well as fame 
and material success. And here also is Emerson the adventurer in 
ideas, the keen observer of his contemporaries, one of the most 
complete embodiments of the spirit of his age, whose wide-ranging 
mind illuminated every phase of our national experience. 

y^ "He makes the Sage of Concord a very human person. . . brings 
to progressive life the tremendous adventurer in ideas and the 
emotional human being who was Biaetson."—Newsweek 

jy "An important and exciting book. A full-scale biography based 
on fresh research and a vast body of unpublished source material, 
and unburdened by pedantry or dead-weight scholarship. Mr. Rusk 
has made it abundantly clear why Emerson's impact on the nine
teenth century was so forceful."—TAe New Yorker 

^ikiu^ 
Th^ First Complete 
ingUsh Translation! 

(^a^u/u^ 

At last available in English, Dostoie
vsky's Diary is the intimate, con
stantly exciting self-revelation of one 
of the world's greatest writers. Here 
accounts of court trialsj suicides and 
spiritualism jostle ideas on social, 
political and religious questions, in
terspersed with literary criticism, au
tobiographical confessions, anecdotes, 
essays and short stories. Here will be 
found some of Dostoievsky's best and 
most characteristic writing, some of 
his profoubdest thinking. 

By Feodor M* 

DOSTOiiVSKY 
Translated and annotated by 

Boris Brasol 
• 

Two volumes with slip case 

1097 Pages 

) ) "One of the keys to the Russian rid
dle . . . There is a good deal to be found, 
in these two volumes which is rich in 
meaning for a contemporary world of 
which Dostoievsky never dreamed."— 
Joseph Barnes, N. Y. Herald Tribune 

}) "As a help to understanding con
temporary Russia, understanding not 
Only its politics, but the emotions, the 
temperament, the religion, the irreli-
gion of the Russian people, nothing can 
beat these volumes written in the Seven
ties of the last century." 
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